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Bestselling Shifter/Vampire Novel.Series reading order - 1#Chosen by the Vampire Kings 2#Stolen

by the Alpha Wolf 3#Unlikely Mates 4#Awakened by the Vampire Prince 5#Mated to the Vampire

Kings 6#Wolf Whisperer (Novella)Although this can be read as a stand alone, please start with

Chosen by the Vampire Kings for the most enjoyment.The arrogant vampire kings have always

proclaimed themselves to be the rulers of all the non-humans making war between the species

inevitable. In order to win, it is imperative that the shifters steal the chosen human female. The

alpha wolf will take her for himself thus weakening the position of the bastard kings. No heirs means

no future for the vampires.Something Ward didn't bank on was that the yellow bellied elves would

turn tail forcing the wolves to flee or face defeat.In desperation, one of Ward's pack members grabs

a female vampire taking her with him to the wolvesâ€™ hideout deep in the mountains. The alpha is

forced to take responsibility of the female until the dust settles...there are things that she may not

find out about the shifters...things that would put them at further disadvantage against the vampires.

In a few short days heâ€™ll take her back to Sweetwater himself. It soon becomes clear that being

in such close proximity to this refined, delicately beautiful creature is pure torture. A few days

suddenly feels like a lifetime. How he longs to be able to get under her skin and make her lose a

little bit of that ironclad control sheâ€™s so desperate to hold onto. It doesnâ€™t help that some of

the shifters want her dead whilst others wouldnâ€™t mind taking her for themselves. Shifter females

are in short supply.Stephany watches how her estranged mate is struck with arrow after silver

tipped arrow while she is dragged away by one of the enemy. Lance falls to his knees, dying from

his wounds, just as Stephany is knocked unconscious. After accidentally mating Lance twenty years

ago, she has remained celibate ever since. So long that she no longer even craves the touch of

another, so long she doesnâ€™t even go into heat anymore. Forced to remain at the alphas side,

her resolve is sorely tested. Suddenly she's feeling things she shouldn't be feeling, her own body is

betraying her in worst of ways. She needs to stay strong. Especially since Ward is a wolf and she a

vampire...sworn enemies. No Cliffhanger!! The Story Contains strong sexual themes/language and

is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
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Title: Stolen by the Alpha Wolf BundleSeries: The Chosen SeriesDesignation: Complete

Compilation of Three Book Sub-Series, Standalone, NO CliffhangerAuthor: Charlene HartnadyMy

Rating: FIVE SUPER SEXY STARS*****Wow! Charlene Hartnady delights her readers again with

another exhilarating adventure in Stolen by the Alpha Wolf Bundle, a sub-series and second release

in her incredibly popular The Chosen Series. I love it! Originally, this story was released in three

separate installments, Accidental Theft, Deliberate Theft and Determined Theft but has now been

combined into one convenient compilation of all three. It's my opinion that this story can be read as

a standalone but I would highly recommend reading the first book of The Chosen series, Chosen by

the Vampire Kings. Charlene has dazzled us yet again with her amazing talent, astounding

imagination and incredible skill, and given her readers a delicious masterpiece of paranormal

fantasy, adventure, suspense and romance. Be still my heart! The story is exciting, powerful, action

packed, original, compelling, thrilling, riveting, funny, heart wrenching, romantic, heartwarming,

arousing, sensual, steamy and hot! The dialog is smart, witty, funny, well written and flows

effortlessly. The characters are fascinating, captivating, enticing, endearing, engaging, sexy as sin

and sometimes, down right hilarious. They jump right off the page, capture your heart, grab your

imagination, make you cry and tickle your funny bone!The wolves have launched an attack against

the Vampire Kings, unsuccessfully trying to capture their human Queen. Instead, female vampire

Stephany is captured but what in claws name is Ward, the wolf Alpha, supposed to do with a female



bloodsucker? They are a different species and mortal enemies.
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